Third-Party Logistics
Protective Packaging
Solutions
Reduce Product Damages | Improve Throughput |
Optimize Labor | Enhance the Customer Experience

3PL and Pregis
Businesses are increasingly looking to
Third-Party Logistics (3PL) providers to
serve their evolving list of supply chain
needs – and act as an extension of their
brand. 3PLs are tasked with improving a
company’s overall efficiency, cutting costs,
and ensuring products arrive on time and
fully intact.
Pregis’ comprehensive portfolio of
protective products can help 3PLs deliver
on their promise to customers. From
inside-the-box protection, to automated
mailing & bagging, these solutions can help
3PLs increase throughput, optimize labor,
reduce product damages and enhance the
customer experience during the fulfillment/
shipping process.

Increase throughput

Reduce product damages

Optimize labor

Enhance customer
experience

Standardized Approach to Fulfillment

Pregis takes a comprehensive approach to integrate seamlessly into your
operations, and work hand-in-hand with you to quickly and efficiently scale
across your ever-evolving fulfillment network. We pride ourselves in being
reliable, consultative, and clear, consistent communicators.

Fulfillment Standard Operating Procedure

Consultation
Pregis to meet
with you to
communicate
our services
and identify
your exact
business needs

Facility audit
Tour fulfillment
center and
collect key
insights on
existing pack
process,
solutions and
facility potential

Solutions
Match Up
Align and
recommend
relevant Pregis
solutions per
discovered
needs

Customize
solutions &
integration
Customize
solution and
pack station
set-up, as
needed

Solutions
Trials
Test proposed
solution in
fulfillment
environment

Train &
support labor
Once solution
is validated,
train labor
on solutions,
process best
practices, etc.

Scale
Solutions
Fully
implement
solutions
across
fulfillment
center

Ongoing
maintenance
& support
Ensure seamless
implementation,
provide proactive
support and
continually
gauge solution
effectiveness/KPIs

Market-Driven Solutions that Matter
to You & Your Customers
Packaging Solutions/Applications
Void Fill

Cushioning/Block & Brace

Cushioning

Containment

Insulation

Market
Vertical
Air Pillows
Retail/
E-commerce

Technology/
Electronics

Consumer
Goods

Healthcare

Industrial

Food

Paper

Paper

Fabricated
Foam

Foam-inPlace

Hybrid Air
Cushioning

Paper

Corner/
Edge

Paper
Mailers

Poly
Bags

Metallized
Bubble

“Added Value”
is the Name of the Game
As a strategic partner,
Pregis is much more than
just product solutions.
We Innovate
We know ISTA standards inside and out, and what it
takes to run a successful pack and ship operation. Pregis
leverages its Innovation Headquarters (IQ) to design and
test a solution tailored to your paint points and needs.
We use definitive data to ensure you’re hitting the KPIs
you promised to your customers.

We Integrate
Every business is different. That’s why we work tirelessly
to provide you with a protective packaging solution
that seamlessly fits into your fulfillment operation and
improves your workflow.

We Automate
Work smarter, not harder. Throughput and labor
optimization are king. We offer technological
intervention that allows for the re-allocation of vital
talent to other key areas of your fulfillment. That leads
to cost savings, throughput efficiencies, and precision,
standardized packing.

We Cultivate
Your customers are feeling increasing pressure to Go
Green and support Mother Nature. We can help you find
the most sustainable, effective solution to pair with your
customer’s eco-friendly vision and products.

For more information, reach out to your
local Pregis account manager, or visit
Pregis.com/contact-us

Products worth
protecting
deserve Pregis

Inside the Box Protection
Ready to Use Packaging |
On Demand Systems – Air, Paper,
Foam | Foam for Fabrication

We are a leading manufacturer of
innovative packaging solutions and
protective products.
We solve our customer’s toughest
business challenges with packaging
so they can create customers for
life. We do this by delivering creative
solutions to packaging challenges
and leveraging a material neutral
portfolio.
Contact us today!
www.PREGIS.COM

Mail & Bagging Solutions
Automated Poly Bagging |
Automated Cold Seal Packaging |
Shipping Mailers

Surface Protection

Temporary Protective Films |
Interleaving Materials | Foam
Edge Protectors

Consultative Services
& Training

Package Design and Testing |
Custom Integration | Technical
Support | Sustainable Packaging

